
English

Monday 23rd November



Fluency
1.) Rewrite the following sentence in the active.

The vital clues were discovered by the detective. 

2.) Underline all of the determiners in the sentence.

Several birds flew over the house and landed on an apple tree 
full of some rosy apples.

3.) Add the commas to the sentence below.

Over the next few weeks shops which have been closed may 
open again.

4.) Underline the prepositions in the sentence.

The hamster ran under its wheel and then climbed through the 
tunnel.

5.) The little girl cried anxiously when she couldn't see her mum 
in the shop.

Give an alternative that could be used instead of anxiously.



Fluency
1.) Rewrite the following sentence in the active.

The detective discovered the vital clues. 

2.) Underline all of the determiners in the sentence.

Several birds flew over the house and landed on an apple tree 
full of some rosy apples.

3.) Add the commas to the sentence below.

Over the next few weeks, shops, which have been closed, may 
open again.

4.) Underline the prepositions in the sentence.

The hamster ran under its wheel and then climbed through the 
tunnel.

5.) The little girl cried anxiously when she couldn't see her mum 
in the shop.

e.g. worriedly



Recall

• 1.) Underline the conjunctions in the sentence.

• When Peter was running down the street, he 
could see a car coming, but he wasn't worried 
because it was on the opposite side of the street.

• 2.) Say whether each one is co-ordinating or 
subordinating?

• 3.) Move the subordinate clause in the sentence 
below.

• The Germans said the boys could join the 
Youth Groups as long as the passed a test.



Recall

1.) Underline the conjunctions in the sentence.

When Peter was running down the street, he could see a car 
coming, but he wasn't worried because it was on the opposite 
side of the street.

2.) Say whether each one is coordinating or subordinating? when 
and because subordinating but is coordinating 

3.) Move the subordinate clause in the sentence below.

The Germans said the boys could join the Youth Groups as long 
as the passed a test.



WALT: use a range of conjunctions.

WILF: 

1.) use at least 5 subordinating conjunctions.

2.) vary the position of the subordinate clause.

3.) Structure a paragraph correctly.





Using Subordinating Conjunctions 
Accurately

Using ‘whereas’.

Where can the conjunction go in the sentence?

How does this affect the punctuation?



Phrase or clause

1.) Before tea,

2.) Before the war started,

Complex sentences need to have a subordinate 
clause in them.



• 1.) This is a phrase. It is a prepositional phrase 
showing when something will happen.

• 2.) This is a clause as it contains a subject and 
the verb. 



Reading

• Look at the following sections.

• Which conjunctions can you spot?

• Can you spot any problems?







Our text structure – Fighting Females

• Name

• Codename

• History

• End



Modelling Creating Information Text

Margarett Basset
Codename: Celia
Lived with parents in France
Trained as a nurse
Helped the Jews by hiding them
House was raided
Jews hiding beneath floorboards
Tortured 
Wouldn’t say
House burned down
Made her watch
Put in concentration camp
Acted as a nurse there
Was rescued by allied forces
Set up a Jewish hospital where camp had been
Died at age of 86 in 2001

Model 

writing 

sections 

from the 

information 

text.



Margaret Bassett was an English girl who 
originally lived with her parents in France and 
fell in love with the country. When the war 
began, she decided to train as a nurse, so she 
could help those who were most in need. The 
plight of the Jews was one which particularly 
affected her since she saw the horrors that were 
being inflicted upon them



• Odette Sanson
• Celine
• Carried messages
• Travelled through France
• Leader called Peter Churchill
• Caught
• Lied – said Peter Churchill was related to Prime Minister
• Tortured for secrets
• Toe nails torn out
• Locked in underground cell
• No light
• Board to sleep on
• Blind as child – dark no problem
• Not executed
• Camp commander thought he could do deal
• Survived
• Book and film about life

You are going to 
use these notes 
to create your 
own factfile.  
Remember, the 
focus is on how 
you link the 
information 
together.



Task

• Write the information factfile using the bullet 
points given.

• Remember, don’t try to create sentences that 
have too much information.

• You will need to add detail to the bullet 
points.

• Use subordinating conjunctions.

• (Try to remember to use colons, semi-colons 
and parenthesis too. You should always be 
showing your skills in your writing).


